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COMING NEXT MONTH!
It’s our Anniversary Special, featuring
Part Three of our Guide to the
preserved Blackpool tramcars, the
latest on the trackwork at Blackpool,
the full story of the preservation of
Boat 607 and Balloon 712 at Crich
and much more besides, as well as
all the latest news from across the
world’s tramways and also details of
all the special events planned for
2010 so far...

Welcome…
A v ery w arm welcome to our first I ssue of 2010! I hope that you
hav e all had a pleasant Christmas and New Year and, for those
that hav e had it, have managed to survive the snow ! I‟d like to
start by thanking Andrew for his assistance in producing last
month‟s I ssue, and also apologise for the delay in it‟s publication.
This has unfortunately had a knock-on effect resulting in this Issue
being released slightly later than normal, however we hope to
be back to normal for our February release, which will also be
our First Anniversary Issue! I t‟s hard to believe that this time last
year I was only thinking about this magazine, and had no idea it
would be this big!
Talking of big, by the time you read this we w ill have launched a
new website with our friends over at British Trams Online,
dedicated to the 125t h Anniversary Events that are taking place
in Blackpool later this year. The w ebsite contains profiles on all of
„The Stars‟ of the events, as well as the latest news, looking back
on previous Blackpool events, and we also hope to get exclusive
coverage of the visiting trams departing their home tramw ays in
addition to arrival at Blackpool. I t can be v isited at
http://www.blackpooltramw ay125.co.uk Please note that this
site is unofficial and is not connected in any way with the Official
site.
Other news to report is that since the last Issue was released we
hav e announced two new features on our website – our 2010
calendar w hich can now be downloaded, and also our new
“user blogs” – the ability to start your own blog that can be used
for pretty much whatever you like… as long as it‟s tram related!
This feature can be reached at http://blogs.tramw aysmonthly.com.
And as if that‟s not enough, we are also putting together a
“Review of 2009”, featuring all of the highlights from the year as
well as previously unpublished photograps. And, if that‟s not
enough, we also have some exclusive interviews with some well
known people (and some not as well known!) about their
personal tram experiences in 2009 – sign up to our email list to be
the first to find out when this is released.
Finally from me, 2010 has got even bigger with the
announcement of LCC 106 v isiting Blackpool from Crich. As i‟m
sure you all know I love my London trams, and seeing a London
tram operating in Blackpool was something I was sure that
would never happen! I am also thrilled to bits about the
prospect of OMO 8 running from the LTT, and of course I hope to
finally get on BTS‟s ow n Twin set Two.
Enjoy this Issue!

Jack Gordon 23/01/09
Tramways Monthly Editor
jack.gordon@tramways-monthly.com
Front Cover: Leeds 6 is seen in extremel y wintry conditions on the 20 t h
December 2009. Check out our extended pi ctorial starting on page 8
for many more photos from across
the country.
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Latest News...
New Metrolink trams launched

At least three of the new 'M5000 Flexity' class of trams have
now entered passenger service on the Manchester Metrolink
system - these being former Tramways Mont hly cover
star 3001, 3002 and 3003. At least one of the new cars was
spotted in service on December 6th, but we are not sure as to
whether this was its public debut.
On Monday 21st December, however, an official launch
ceremony took place at Piccadilly Gardens, using car 3003.
Local Councillor Keith Whitmore and music producer and
well-known railway enthusiast Pete Waterman were both
present for the ceremony, which took place on a very cold
and snowy day.
It is eventually expected that forty of the new trams will run in
Manchester, and they will not only ease overcrowding and
support the original fleet of trams on existing routes, but they
will also operate some new lines which have not yet opened
Metrolink 3003 is seen at Piccadilly Gardens on the launch
day. Andrew Hazelhurst

News in brief
720 is „all white‟

Blackpool Balloon car 720 has been
outshopped in a plain white coat of
paint this month, now that it's rebuild is
virtually complete. The tram - which is
of course the first in the fleet to sport
modified centre entrances - is likely to
hav e v inyls applied ov er the top of its
paintwork when a liv ery is confirmed
for it. Presumably this will not be
carried out just yet due to the
uncertainty ov er whether or not the
widened Balloon cars will be able to
run during 2010.

Manx tram driv ing
experiences launched

Following the huge success of
Blackpool Transport's 'Tram Driv ing
Experience', which was launched in
August 2009, it has been confirmed
that the Manx Electric Railway will
launch a similar course. Priced at a
minimum of £300, the courses will run
in April and May 2010 and give
enthusiasts a chance to drive one of
the
line's
century-old
tramcars
between Ramsey and Laxey!
In addition to this, the MER hav e also
announced that they will be staging a
series of events for tram fans between
21st and 23rd September. These are
aimed at tourists (particularly those
from ov erseas) who can v isit the Isle of
Man to enjoy its historic trams, in the
days leading up to the main 125th
anniv ersary celebrations in Blackpool.

Two bidders for
Nottingham tram contract

Birkenhead tramway’s future secured

The Merseyside Tramway Preservation Society have more
cause for celebration than most this month, as local public
transport operators Merseytravel have stepped in to take
over control of the heritage tramway at Birkenhead. Regular
readers may remember that the future of this system was in
some doubt less than a year ago when Wirral Council
decided to pull the plug on funding for the line - however, this
news means that the tramway is set to keep going for the
forseeable future. Merseytravel have already stated that they
feel that the tramway and Taylor Street museum have 'vast
potential', so hopefully they will thrive with the support of their
new operator. The historic trams are expected to remain the
property of the MTPS.
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After firms were allowed to bid for
rights to operate an expanded light
rail tram system in Nottingham, just
two bids were submitted. These were
receiv ed
from
the
Tramlink
Nottingham consortium and the Arrow
Connect Consortium. The former is led
by the award-winning East Midlands
bus operator Trent Barton and other
companies including Alstom and
Keolis, both of whom are international
experts in the urban transit sector. The
latter is made up of sev eral key
companies from Arrow Light Rail, who
are responsible for the current tram
line in Nottingham. W hichev er bidder
is succesful, will not only take charge
of the Nottingham Express Transit
system, but will also build extensions to
the existing system. The Nottingham
line has been v ery succesful so far,
and it will be interesting to see how it is
allowed to develop in the years
ahead.

News in brief
Starr
Gate
depot
construction begins

Despite some doubt being cast
over the project to build a new
tram
depot
at Starr Gate,
Blackpool recently, the fram ework
of the new building has started to
appear at the site, which was
previously a car park and go-kart
track.
Latest
reports
indicate
that
Councillors have agreed to give
the go-ahead for the controversial
depot, although the Government
are also reviewing the situation at
the time of writing. Hopefully this
decision will be a positive one, so
that the tramway upgrade can
progress throughout 2010.

Blackpool upgrade latest

Despite
the
recent
adverse
weather, work to modernise the
Blackpool tramway upgrade has
continued. This has included
trackwork, which has mainly been
focussed on the main promenade
section; new rails have already
been laid near to Central Pier. The
old track has been lifted up to
Victoria Street, and this has
included removal of the threetrack passing loop at Tower which
is not expected to be replaced.
Meanwhile, at Little Bispham road
realignment
work
has
commenced near to the large
tram shelter. This junction will be
controlled by new signals giving
trams priority over road traffic expect more road junctions to be
similarly modified over the next
couple of years. The construction
of new platforms at Norbreck is
also underway.
Finally, further overhead line
renewal
work
has
required
Engineering car 754 and the reel
wagon 750 to be transported to a
location near Cabin by low loader
on December 19th. The duo had
previously
been
involved
in
overhead replacem ent south of
Manchester Square, but were then
needed further north, and with no
track to get them there, they had
to be moved by road! Both
vehicles are now being stored
outside for the duration of the
work.

Latest News...
Heaton Park confirm two tram swaps

The Manchester Transport Museum Society have confirmed that
tw o of their vehicles w ill be playing aw ay from home this summer,
with
two
others
Ex-Op orto 196 takes a break near the tram
coming to Heaton
shed at Beamish.Tony Waddington
Park in exchange.
The first swap will see
Leeds 6 operate at
Beamish Museum for
their 'Power From The
Past' event which
takes place between
15th & 18th April, and
it should stay there
until August. In return,
Beamish have kindly agreed to loan Oporto 196 to Heaton Park for
the same period - it w ill be the first tram from ov erseas to run there.
Also taking place in 2010 is the much-anticipated visit of
Manchester 765 to Blackpool, with the unique replica Vanguard
619 going to Manchester to take 765's place.
In addition to the above, a special event w ill take place at Heaton
Park on May 28th to mark the tramw ay's 30th anniversary. As well
as a chance to see four trams operating, the day will offer tram
driving experiences, model displays, v intage bus rides and an
evening tram service. A second major event is also planned for
November 21st, in the form of a Blackpool themed day, w hich will
see both 619 and Railgrinder 752 in action, along w ith a mystery
Blackpool tram on short term loan just for this event! More details
will be revealed shortly, but visitors to this delightful preserved
tramw ay this year can be sure of a good day out, particularly on
these two event days!

Shares in Balloon 715 to be sold

Hot on the heels of Blackpool Balloon 703 being preserved by the
Lancastrian Transport Trust at
the end of 2009, the LTT has
now confirmed that they
hav e acquired a second
Balloon tram - second series
car 715. This car is currently
painted in a light blue and
yellow version of the Metro
Coastlines fleet livery which it
has carried since 2008.
Tony Waddington

In a bold move, the LTT are selling shares in this tram to enthusiasts!
Money raised will not only assist with the purchase of 715, but will
also be spent on carrying out some limited w ork on the tram,
including a repaint in 1970s style green and cream livery (the same
as car 702). The tram is then expected to operate in this guise for
another two years. For any readers who are interested in helping to
save this tram, shares in 715 cost £500, with half shares also
av ailable
for
£250 for
further
details
please
v isit
http://www.ltt.org.uk/715_shareform.html.
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Latest News...

News in brief

Carlton Colville news round-up

The December newsletter of the East Anglia Transport Museum at
Carlton Colv ille, near Lowestoft, provides us with an update on the
Museum's tram fleet this month.
on
restoring
Lowestoft 14
to operating
condition
continues to
make
impressive
progress with
Waddington
various body
parts
being
fitted to the
car in recent
months.
Planning is being made for wiring the tram, as the lower saloon is
structurally approaching completion, although there is still a lot of
detail work to be done before the car will run again.
This is how
Lowestoft 14 will
look once
restored - this
photo was
taken following
an earlier
cosmetic
restoration.. Tony

Work

London Transport 1858 returned to service for the last few weeks of
the 2009 season after receiving considerable attention last summer.
Unfortunately, some problems came to light whilst the car w as
being run in following completition of work on motor components,
which resulted in the tram suffering from a controller defect which
led to it being towed back to the tram depot. Both controllers had
to be heav ily stripped for repair, revealing the w iring which had
been barely been worked upon since 1858 w as new in 1930, as well
as a fault in the assembly of a steel retaining plate that had been
rubbing against a cable for nearly 80 years without giv ing any
cause for concern! The resistances have also required attention
after overheating during the aforementioned test run. A few minor
issues remain to be resolved, but hopefully the car will be back in
regular traffic next season.
As for the other operational trams, Amsterdam 474 is in desperate
need of new tyres, and it is hoped that the axles will be sent away
for attention during 2010. It is also hoped to source some missing
items to enhance the tram, such as windscreen wipers which it
currently lacks. It is also intended to prevent the roof from leaking
over the w inter period. Blackpool 'Standard' car 159 also requires
some repairs after suffering roof damage in a shunting accident.
Further re-sealing on Blackpool 'VAMBAC' Railcoach 11 is also
required due to water leaking in w here the roof panels meet the
curved roof glass (confirmation as to w hy most Blackpool trams had
their roof windows panelled over!). This tram is expected to be one
of the stars of the Blackpool 125th anniversary celebrations and it is
hoped that the car will be in the resort for at least part of the
summer season; it is very much hoped that an open 'Boat' car will
visit East Anglia in exchange, which would certainly be a very
popular attraction at the Musuem.
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Lancastrian
Trust News

Transport

Work at the LTT's Brinwell Road
depot and workshop premises at
Blackpool over the last few
months has mainly focussed on
preparing open-bal cony Standard
car 143 for its starring role in the
2010 events programme. The tram
is now fully glazed apart from the
ruby quart er lights, and is currently
being rewired. The leather seat
upholstery is also progressing well,
and the tram has now been fitted
with replacem ent controllers from
scrapped Balloon car 722. The
lower
saloon
is
clearly
approaching completion, and is
expect ed to move to Rigby Road
soon to be re-united with its upper
deck and the bogies, which have
been refurbished by Blackpool
Transport at no cost to the LTT.
Little progress has been made on
the transformation of Ex-Towing
car 679 into an authentic English
Electric Railcoach, but it is hoped
to commence work on the new
pointed ends shortly. Meanwhile,
paint stripping work has continued
on the bodywork.
The above information comes
courtesey of Paul Turner, via the
Tramgen Yahoo! discussion group.

Two Blackpool trams set
for Crich

After a great deal of speculation,
it has been announced that two
of
Blackpool's
iconic
1930s
streamlined trams have been
donated to the Tramway Museum
Societ y for inclusion in their
national collection at Crich. The
trams concerned are Open Boat
car 607 and ex-open top Balloon
car 712. Full details of this news will
be included in our February Issue
of Tramways Monthl y.

News in brief
Crich Trade
dismantled

Exhibition

As reported previously in Tramways
Monthly, the main Exhibition Hall at
Crich Tramway Village is to
receive a major revamp after the
attraction was succesful in its
application for grant funding to
cover the costs of this work. Work
has now started on dismantling
the
1905
tramways
trade
exhibition, which has been largely
unchanged since opening in 1992,
and the building is now classed as
a restricted area. It is hoped to
have the new -look exhibition
completed in time for Easter, but
at the time of writing we still have
no details regarding what this will
look like. It is understood that at
least some of the trams housed in
this building will be transferred to
the main depots for storage whilst
the new displays are being
worked on. Hopefully when the
trams
are
put
back,
the
opportunity will be taken to ensure
that the pride of the static fleet
are properl y displayed - in recent
years the Hall has become
something of a dumping ground
for stored cars such as the partially
restored Blackpool 298, which is
an eyesore and should ideall y be
placed
somewhere
less
prominent.

Tramways Monthly Stats

During December 2009, we had
1648 unique visitors to the website,
and 8.87 GB of bandwith was
used. The busiest day was the 21st
December. Issue 11 had a total of
346
downloads
during
this
reporting
period,
whilst
our
‘Farewell
to
Fleetwood’
Supplement had 277 downloads.
Finally, our 2010 cal endar has
been downloaded 67 times so far.
In total, there were 142834 “hits”
across the site.
Of these statistics:
*Unique visits, bandwidth and total
hits were up on last month.
*Issue downloads were down on
last month, however if bundled
with Supplement downloads they
are up on last month.

Latest News...
Door modifications for Balloon 700

Pioneer Blackpool Balloon car 700 has been partially stripped
in the Body Shop, and is to be fitted with wider centre
platforms to make it compatible with the new platforms to be
built at tram stops as part of the tramway upgrade. The tram
will also have power doors (to be operated from t he driver's
cabs) and a CCTV system, as well as modern skirt/bumper
arrangement in place of the chrome bumpers and lifeguard
trays. 700 has already had some of its heritage features
removed in preparation for this work - its original fleet numbers,
placed above the centre doors, have had to be sacrificed.
It had previously been stated that 700 would not be modified
like this, and it would be classed as a vintage tram for
occasional use on tours and other special duties, but
obviously this is not to be the case, and it seems that
Blackpool Transport now consider it to be 'just another Balloon
car'. Hopefully car 717 will be spared this treatment; however,
it is still a huge disapointment that 700 is being treated this
way. It is also a timely reminder of the importance of ensuring
that a selection of the classic Blackpool streamliners is
preserved by organisations such as the Lancastrian Transport
Trust, so that they can be restored without such modern
features.
Before work started on 700, two other rebuilt double-deckers
had already had some panels and doors removed in
preparation for similar alterations - they are 713 and 718. It is
currently unclear whether these trams will be allowed to run
during 2010, as much of the track is to be relaid with the two
lines further apart. The final decision on this matter is expected
to come from HM Railway Inspectorate before the tramway
re-opens at Easter.

700 near North Pier heading south in August 2008. Tony Waddington
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Tramcar News...
Blackpool Brush Railcoach 634's internal appearance has changed considerably since the car moved to
Rushden in November. Two enthusiasts have commenced a restoration of the car's interior which has largely
focussed on the remov al of it's ex-OMO car glazing and the ceiling panels. This has uncovered some original
green glass quarter lights; although the tram is to be restored to approximate its 1980s appearance, it has
been decided that such an attractive feature as this is worth retaining. It is planned to work on one saloon
this winter, followed by the other next winter, which will allow visitors to the museum to get an impression of
'before and after' during the summer season in-between! I t is also expected that some underframe repairs
will be necessary, although 634 is generally in very good condition, especially considering the fact that it has
been stored in a leaky tram shed for five years!
Blackpool Brush Railcoach 287 (latterly Permanent Way gang car 259) is also to benefit from some attention
this w inter. On 12th December, the car was dragged out of its usual resting place in Rigby Road depot so
that its underframe could be steam-cleaned. Blackpool Transport have agreed to carry out an overhaul of
the car's underframe over w inter as w ell as some w ork on the roof; the remainder of the restoration w ork w ill
be carried out by the Lancastrian Transport Trust, presumably at their ow n Brinwell Road premises. This w ill
however, have to wait until after the Trust's current tram projects are finished.
Blackpool Standard 143 is of course the LTT's main tram project at present. Reconstruction of the lower deck
is now v irtually complete, and the structure is looking magnificent following re-varnishing of the internal
woodwork. Once w iring work is complete the tram is due to return to Rigby Road where the tram can be
reassembled; the top deck is currently stored in kit form w hilst the bogies have been refurbished in Blackpool
Transport's own workshops. The move w ill hopefully take place tow ards the end of this month.
Blackpool 'Boat' 600 is now back in the Body Shop following renewal of a large proportion of it's original
underframe, w hich w as showing signs of corrosion. The entire centre platform has been renewe d, and
underneath, the low voltage equipment w ill be located. This w ill avoid spoiling the car's external
appearance further, as some of the Brush cars which have been similarly modified had this equipment
housed on the roof, meaning that a totally enclosed pantograph tower had to be fitted, w hich would have
severely spoilt the heritage look of car 600. During December the body frame has been coated in red oxide
paint before a start is made on re-panelling the tram.
Blackpool Millennium car 724 is currently on the Tram Lift in the main depot at Blackpool and should return
to service in 2010 w ith a set of newly overhauled bogies.
London United 159 has made excellent progress so far this w inter, and has recently been moved to the
washbay within the Crich workshop. A trolley mast has now sprouted from the top deck floor, and railings
are beginning to be fitted around the top of the car. A set of reversible wooden seats which have been
made specially for this tram's upper deck are currently stored in the workshop v iewing gallery w hilst they
aw ait fitting. Exterior painting is still incomplete and the car's rebuilt bogies aw ait fitting; the latter job is likely
to be carried out once Blackpool 167
LUT 159 is now having its railings fitted to the top deck. Richard Lomas
is reunited with its bogies.
London County Council 106 is
expected to be commissioned for
service at Crich this season, having
not operated since 2007. The car was
withdrawn
because
of
wheel
problems, but recent track renewal
work should hopefully have rectified
this.
Subject
to
successful
commissioning, 106 is also scheduled
to visit Blackpool for a short period in
September, to participate in the
tramw ay's main 125th anniversary
events.
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The Siberian Express
Britain has the coldest winter for 40 years and whilst the country froze the reliable
tram network still operated..!
Winter 2009/10 saw the entire country hit by extremely heavy snow, and all of Britain‟s tramways
were affected in one way or another. Unlike the Eurostar however, all of the second generation
systems managed to remain operating through the snow, with very little disruption seen to any of
the services. Of the heritage tramways, only Heaton Park was affected, which had to push back
it‟s opening to the 24 th January, and also closed early on the final day of it‟s 2009 season.
Blackpool and Crich have both had trackwork delayed because of the snow, however both are
back on track (pardon the pun!) now. The 2010 commissioning programme for Crich was also
pushed back by a few days as it was impossible to get anything in or out of the depots due to the
snow, which was a good few inches deep!
Within this special extended pictorial we have photographs from Manchester, Nottingham,
Sheffield, Blackpool, Heaton Park, Seat on and Crich, whilst we also have some photographs of
Crich and Croydon in 2009‟s snow, as well as a few other surprises!
Finally, we would just like to take this oppurtunity to thank everyone who responded to our plea for
snowy photographs, and also apologise that we haven‟t been able to feature them all! We have
recieved over 100 photographs and have only been able to use a small selection of these within
this Issue of the magazine. We hope to feature many more of these photographs over the next few
Issues.

Heaton Park
Tramway operations had to be adandoned at Heaton Park, Manchester on Sunday 20th December - which should
have been the heritage line's last running day of 2009 - due to heav y snowfall. As this is only the second winter that the
tramway has been open, this is thought to be the first time that this has ever happened! An attempt was made to
clear the i ce-covered tracks using Blackpool railgrinder 752 which was coupled to Leeds 6, but the combined strength
of two trams was not enough and the service was duly abandoned for the day. Rather amusingly, as the trams were
being put away, two hardy visitors turned up, and were rather disapointed to discover that no tram servic e would
operate that afternoon!

John Whitehouse
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Manchester Metrolink

Sam Dixon

Light Rail (UK) Ltd.
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Sam Dixon

Harold Hull
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Light Rail (UK) Ltd.

Light Rail (UK) Ltd.
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Sheffield Supertram
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All: Paul Jackson

Nottingham Express Transit

All: Jason Cross
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Seaton

Back in December the tramway Seaton was
also hit by the snow, as these photos by Dav id
Riv ers show. It‟s not surprising that there is noone on the top deck of Number 6, and is
certainly a peculiar choice of tram
considering the weather! At this time the
snow was not settling, however we
understand that it did ev entually do so. 2010
operations are not believ ed to have been
affected by the adverse weather, with the
tramway not due to re-open until February
13th.
Tramways Monthly January 2010
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Crich Tramway Village
Crich was particularly badly hit by the snowfall ov er the winter period, with delays
being observed on both the Town End track work replacement ad also the 2010
Tramcar Commissioning Programme. Undeterred however, Tramways Monthly Editor
Jack (and his Dad acting as taxi driver!) braved the wintery conditions and ungritted roads on January 9th to spend a day in the Workshop. The trams were all
snowed in so no „tram work‟ could be undertaken, but the day did giv e opportunity
for the floor to be painted and a large variety of snow photos from around the
museum to be taken.
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Blackpool Tramway
Blackpool‟s tramway upgrade works were also affected by the snow, with little work
taking place whilst the snow was on the ground. Work has now resumed in various
locations - depot construction at Starr Gate and track renewal along the
promenade to name a few - while work in Fleetwood has also begun. A full update
of the works – including the works timetable – will appear in the next Issue of
Tramways Monthly. These photographs come from the camera of Mark Jackson and
are all located near to Rossall Square tram stop. To finish the Blackpool section we
also hav e a little surprise from Alan Robson down at Rigby Road depot...
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No snow feature would be complete without some archiv e photographs of snow in
years gone by. Some of these are as recent as February 2009, while others are much
older, depicting scenes from days gone by, in addition to trams that are no longer
with us.

London Tramlink (February 2009)
Our first archive photographs date from February 2009 and come from the camera
of Simon Smiler. Back in February there were still trams running in the old red and
white liv ery, which has since been replaced by a blue, green and white one.
Indeed, photographs of the last day of operation of the final tram in the old liv ery
can be read about in Tramways Monthly Issue 4, still av ailable to download from our
website.
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Crich Tramway Village (February 2009)
Crich was also hit badly by the snow in February 2009; so much so that it had to
delay the start of the year‟s season, and made the local news as it was unable to
open during the February half term week. Here we have one photograph from Dan
Heeley showing what it was like; why not compare it to the photograph taken this
year at roughly the same spot?

Sheffield Corporation Tramways
When we put the call out for snowy scenes we
didn‟t expect to get that many responses, due to
the fact that we felt that people would probably
have more sense than to venture outside! As it
turned out, we received over 100 photographs from
across the country. Probably the most unexpected
scene though was this one from Roger Michael –
Sheffield Corporation Tramways No. 152 at
Meadowhead.
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Blackpool Tramway
You didn‟t think we‟d only include one Blackpool tram in this feature did you? No snow feature
including the Blackpool system would be complete until it had looked back to the past to some
classic snow scenes from the tramways heyday. The tramway has not operated over the winter for
a couple of years now, with the last usage of the snow plough cars – Balloons 702 and 708 –
coming in 2006. 702 has only operated sporadically in passenger service since, whilst 708 has been
mothballed since 2004 – probably explaining why 708 only operated one trip: Depot -Tower-Starr
Gate-Fleetwood-Tower. 702 meanwhile completed three trips to Fleetwood and also rescued
Centenaries 641 and 642, before more of the Centenary cars failed and the tram service was
abandoned.
One of the worst instances of snow on the tramway came in 1981. Balloon cars 722 and 723 were
the dedicated snow plough cars, and a heavy snow fall on Sunday 13 th December saw their finest
hours. All but one of the service cars managed to return to the depot – that one being OMO 7
(now Vanguard 619), which became well and truly stuck at Starr Gate. No trams at all ran on
Monday, and there were also very few buses. Workmen tried to dig 7 out whilst the now preserved
Railgrinder 752 attempted to clear snow, but neither attempt was successful. 722 and 723 also
headed north, running tandem to Talbot Square. Here 723 burnt out a resistance so the pair
returned back to the Tower where this was repaired. The trams then headed back to the depot,
where 710 was extracted and coupled between 722 and 723. The trio – with a driver each –
headed back north along the already stopped track – even stopping off along the way near to
the Metropole to „remove‟ an abandoned car off the tracks! The combined power of three cars
allowed them to easily clear the snow drifts that had accumulated on the line, until eventually
coming to a halt at Little Bispham due to a power failure. The trams eventually reached Ash Street
before returning south, though the efforts to clear the tracks were futile with no service operating
on the Monday and further snow falling. Trams did return on the Tuesday, but it was not until
Wednesday that OMO 7 made it back to the depot. Sadly such weather has not been seen in
Blackpool since, with snow plough usage becoming more and more sporadic as mentioned
above. Of the four trams featured here, just one remains in service – 723 – with 722 being scrapped
last year, 710 requiring a new underframe and OMO 7 forming the basis of Replica Vanguard 619.
Whilst tramway operation
during the winter should
resume come the winter
of
2012/3,
any
photographs
of
the
tramway during heavy
snowfall will probably look
much more like those from
Sheffield,
Manchester,
Nottingham and Croydon
above, with Supertrams
operating and there being
no need for Balloon cars
fitted with snow ploughs to
clear the tracks.
We hope that you enjoy
these final few photos –
from the camera of Alan
Robson - all of which relate to the stories mentioned in the article above in some way or another.
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And Finally...

This month‟s „And Finally...‟ looks at two of Blackpool‟s Balloon cars that have had very different
fates. On the left is Balloon 722 in Pontins livery from back in 1998. This tram was most recently
carrying an advert for TGWU, but grabbed the headlines late last year when it become the second
Balloon car ever to be scrapped, after sustaining collision damage back in 2007. Very little of the
tram now remains; indeed, it may all now have gone.
Our second photograph on the right is of Balloon 720 in Valhalla livery dating from the 2000s. This
car has a very different future ahead compared to Ballo on 722, as it has just had a thorough
overhaul completed, including the fitting of the extended centre entrances and plug doors. These
should ensure the tram‟s continued operation on the tramway, at least for a few more years.
Back Cover: Balloon 700 is seen at the depot in September 2009. Next time this tramcar runs, it will
have
been adorned
with
the extended
centre entrances. Tony Waddington
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